HOW TO HIRE FOR DIVERSE TALENT

STATE OF THE MARKET:

Why should HR professionals
prioritize Diversity, Equity,
and Inclusion?
Three of the most important factors of a productive,
successful, and welcoming workplace are DE&I, or
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion. While the HR world
is constantly publishing workbooks and podcasts,
or holding lectures about how to better diversify the
workforce, are people actually following through? Once
or twice a year, companies may make bold promises to
re-evaluate their hiring process, onboarding steps, and
company culture, but is anything substantial coming
from those promises? Unfortunately, the numbers
suggest that this is not the case - 75% of employees in
underrepresented groups don’t feel they’ve benefited
from their job’s diversity programs.1
It’s a proven fact that having a more diverse workforce
leads to higher levels of productivity and employee
satisfaction, resulting in increased profitability.2 That
being said, is hiring for diversity one of your top
priorities?
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Diversity + Inclusion eBook: What it is, Why it Matters, and How to
Make it a Priority, Quantum Workplace 2020, pg 12
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Picincu, Andra. What Are the Advantages of a Diverse Workforce?
Small Business - Chron.com, Chron.com, 6 July 2020
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Now, Businesses face a new obstacle: a pandemic that has changed everything normal
and known about the workforce. With the unemployment rate at an alarmingly high and
more job-seekers than jobs, HR professionals need to refocus on not only filling open
positions but hiring quality candidates.
Over the past 10 months, the unemployment rate in the United States jumped to its
highest since the Great Depression, reaching 14.7% in April of 2020 - when most cities
were under a strict lockdown. Similar patterns are seen throughout the world. Prior to the
pandemic, the United States had one of the lowest unemployment rates in five decades,
at 3.9%. The sudden shift in the job market resulted in an overwhelming amount of
resumes for any jobs that were still hiring - which wasn’t many. As layoffs continued to
pummel the Global economy recruiters and hiring managers found themselves struggling
to keep up with the number of applicants per position.

Hiring activity during the pandemic
We are hiring

43%
We are technically on a hiring freeze, but still
hiring for specific roes or backfills

43%
We are on a total hiring freeze

14%
(Source: Lever)
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Beginning in January of 2020, many companies started decreasing their hiring efforts or
stopped hiring altogether. At the same time, some industries began to boom during the
shutdown, including healthcare, grocery stores, food delivery companies, and online-only
retailers such as Amazon. These companies actually ramped-up hiring efforts, most likely
due to the increased demand for food, toiletries, and other household essentials during
the pandemic.

Why should HR professionals prioritize
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion?

REMOTE HIRING

While the pandemic hasn’t completely ended, the global
workforce has used the past few months to adapt and fit
the new normal of mostly-closed office space. According
to a recent report, 62.6% of respondents said their
company went completely remote during Covid-193. While
41.3% of respondents said they will be transitioning only
some positions to remote indefinitely, another 9% said
they will stay fully remote following the pandemic.
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Keith MacKenzie, The New World of Work, Workable, 2020
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Newly realized obstacles that go hand-in-hand with working remotely are recruiting,
hiring, and interviewing virtually. With unemployment skyrocketing over the past few
months, it’s now an employers market. The hiring process can become extremely difficult
and overwhelming with the sheer number of applicants per position, especially as the
nationwide layoffs continue.
More and more companies are relying on phone and video interviews instead of inperson. While remote hiring is necessary to keep everyone as safe as possible, virtual
interviews and onboarding pose new concerns. Are hiring managers really getting to
know their candidates? Are the candidates fully understanding the company culture they
may be joining? This is all new territory for hiring managers and candidates alike, and
unfortunately, DE&I could be put on the backburner.
Not Sure
Strongly
Disagree

7%

Strongly
agree

6%
27%
Disagree

15%

We will introduce
additional candidate
criteria before
conducting interviews
as a result of COVID-19

45%
Agree
(Source: Lever)
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NEW SKILLSET POST-COVID

The Lever 2020 State of Recruiting Report recently asked
recruiters which new key skills they will be looking for
in candidates, solely because of Covid-19: adaptability
(68%), communication (60%), technology proficiency
(55%), resilience (47%), and change management (28%)4.
Over 60% of surveyed recruiters agreed they will need
to hire employees with skills that weren’t previously
essential to their positions.

New key skills required as a result of COVID-19
Adaptability

68%
Communication

60%
Technology proficiency

55%
Resilience

47%
Change management

28%
(Source: Lever)
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The 2020 State of Recruiting Report, Lever, 2020
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VOLUME HIRING

While most companies are navigating how to stay sustainable
in the face of such a high unemployment rate, there are
certain industries that are hiring in mass volume. As mentioned
before, industries such as food delivery, healthcare, and home
goods flourished during the lockdown. For example, Instacart
planned to hire 300,000 employees, Amazon planned to
hire 175,000 employees, Walmart planned to hire 150,000
employees, CVS planned to hire 50,000 employees and Dollar
General planned to hire 50,000 employees.5 If you are a hiring
manager for any of these companies, how do you organize
and speed up the hiring process to meet the demands of the
pandemic?

In addition, at any given time, the average recruiter has between 30-40 open requisitions
at once.6 So, let’s multiply that by 20 applicants per position, which results in about 600800 resumes that need to be screened. Sifting through resumes and CV’s to find the most
qualified candidates out of hundreds is exhausting, but good news - it can be avoided!
One of the most reliable solutions would be to use a screening tool that cuts your timeto-hire in half and lowers the workload for hiring managers. One worry with screening
tools is that you will be sacrificing quality for quantity, but that is not the case. A successful
screening tool will be able to streamline your recruiting process while still making quality
hires. It’s important to remember that regardless of the tool used, you will always have the
final say.

5
6

Anja Zojceska, Top 15 Companies Mass Hiring During COVID-19, May 06, 2020
Roy Maurer, How Many Open Reqs should In-House Recruiters Have? SHRM, August 6, 2018
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TOO MANY APPLICANTS FOR SO LITTLE JOBS

Similar to companies who are hiring in volume, smaller
companies are feeling overwhelmed by the ratio of
applicants per hiring manager. As the pandemic goes
on, more and more candidates are getting desperate for
a paying job, resulting in an influx of resumes coming
in. In this situation, a screening or assessment tool that
helps sift through so many applicants would be a great
resource for both recruiters and hiring managers alike.
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THE STATE OF DEI:

Are we improving or
regressing?
While recruiters and hiring managers should
always strive to integrate Diversity, Equity, and
Inclusion into their processes, is it a top priority
right now? With the mass number of applicants
per position, some corners may be cut, and
some biases - conscious or unconscious - are
most likely being made.
Long before Covid hit the United States, the
HR sector was suffering from some shocking
bias and discrimination. For instance, 68%
of C-level executives are white men, and
only 4% are women of color.7 Black, Native
American, and Latinx women earn 25% less
than White men. Unfortunately, 61% of workers
have witnessed or experienced workplace
discrimination. But what if we turned the
corner right now? What would companies, and
the economy, look like if DE&I was suddenly
top priority?
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Diversity and Inclusion Statistics You Must Know in 2020,
Sapling HR, 2020
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For Starters, ethnically diverse leadership teams are 36% more likely to be profitable
(Sapling HR). The economy could contribute $12tn in additional GDP if the gender gap is
narrowed by 2025.8 Additionally, the US could see $2bn in potential revenue if financial
inclusion efforts broaden services for black Americans (McKinsey). Even more surprising,
Diversity and Inclusion in the workplace results in 5.4x higher employee retention.9

Likelihood of Financial Performance above Industry
Median by Company Diversity Quartile

+15%

+35%

54

47

4th quartile

58

47

1st quartile

Gender-diverse companies

4th quartile

1st quartile

Ethnically diverse companies

Source: Hunt, Vivian, Dennis Layton, and Sara Prince. McKinsey & Company. “Why Diversity Matters.” Feb 2, 2015.
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Diversity & Inclusion Insights, McKinsey and Company, 2020

Matt Bush, Why Is Diversity & Inclusion in the Workplace Important?, GreatPlacetoWork, November 20,
2020
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So, which employers will

Changing emphasis on diversity and
inclusion as a result of COVID-19:

be making a change going
forward? According to

It will become more of a priority

The Lever 2020 State of

50%

Recruiting Report, 50% of
recruiters plan on making

Our approach will stay the same

Diversity and Inclusion

34%

more of a priority following
the pandemic. Thirty-four

It will become less of a priority

percent of recruiters said

15%

their approach to D&I will
stay the same, and 15%
admitted it will become

Not sure

less of a priority going

1%

forward.

How can an employer tell if their workplace is diverse? The obvious diversity traits are
ones that can be seen, such as race, gender, physical abilities, age, and body type.
The invisible traits that may not be immediately noticed are sexual orientation, religion,
education, socioeconomic status, and marital status.
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To give perspective to the diagrams above, according to the 2019 US Census Bureau, the
American population consisted of: 60.1% White, 18.5% Hispanic, 12.2% Black, 5.6% Asian,
and 3.7% other.
Having an inclusive workplace is defined as “the achievement of a work environment in
which all individuals are treated fairly and respectfully, have equal access to opportunities
and resources, and can contribute fully to the organization’s success”. Do your employees
feel appreciated, empowered, and respected on a daily basis? Employee engagement
and productivity may be key indicators of D&I.
According to a recent report10, 61% of employees believe Diversity and Inclusion strategies
benefit the workplace. Seventy-five percent of employees agreed Diversity and Inclusion
are both equally important, and 54% of employees claim they don’t regularly receive
respect from their boss.

10

Quantum Workplace’s Diversity and Inclusion Report, 2020
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Is your recruiting
process evolving?

Are you following the traditional hiring practices that have
been around long before technology came to help us? It may
be time to re-evaluate your process and study whether or
not you are getting the most eclectic group of talent for your
company.
Unless you modernize it, your recruiting process might be
costing you more than you think, whether you’re losing
time, money, or top talent. The tactics your company uses
to recruit creates a domino effect for other stages including
interviewing, hiring, and onboarding. New strategies will
directly affect your employee engagement and retention,
decreasing your churn rate, and increasing profit.

What are the top challenges faced in the average recruiting process?

1

RECRUITERS ARE
OVERWORKED

Especially now, Americans are extensively applying for jobs in
hopes of being employed again. This means more and more
resumes to screen by a limited amount of recruiters. Recruiters
are overwhelmed and exasperated trying to screen applicants
and set up interviews in a timely manner, meaning the highest
quality candidates could be overlooked.
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MISALIGNMENT
BETWEEN
RECRUITERS
AND HIRING
MANAGERS
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A common misconception in the hiring process is that
recruiters and hiring managers are on the same page. There
is a possibility that the recruiter isn’t aware of the specific
personality traits and cognitive abilities that the hiring manager
wants in a specific job role. If there is a misalignment between
the recruiter and hiring manager, the wrong candidates could
be considered, leading to waste of time, high turnover, and
delay of the right hire.

3

RELIABLE
SHORTLIST

It is so crucial to realize resumes alone do not make the
perfect employee. Other factors such as personality and
correlating skills need to be taken into account when hiring
for quality. In the current state of recruitment, hiring the wrong
person can be common, increasing turnover and your CPH
(cost per hire).

4

EEPING UP WITH
DIVERSITY,
EQUITY, AND
INCLUSION

Bias, whether it is unconscious or not, is one of the main issues
when screening candidates. Bias then hinders any Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion that may come from your process. By
implementing DE&I into your hiring process, you will increase
workplace productivity and employee engagement.

5

EMPLOYEE
SATISFACTION

The hiring process has a trickle-down effect, therefore, if the
recruiting, screening, and interview steps are hurried or done
halfheartedly, candidates who don’t match the personality and
skills for the role could be hired. These candidates will soon
realize that their personal traits and talents are not a good
match for the job, and they will either be unhappy, perform
poorly, or leave the company altogether.
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BUILDING TEAMS
THAT WORK
WELL TOGETHER
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Teamwork is a huge factor that needs to be taken into
consideration during the hiring process. While a candidate
may look like a great hire on paper, they may not be a team
player. Maybe they prefer to work alone, or perhaps they don’t
bode well with being managed. Whatever the situation, the
cohesiveness of a team starts with the individuals included.

7

BUILDING TEAMS
THAT WORK
WELL TOGETHER

The time it takes to fill a position will, of course, vary
depending on industry and role. According to LinkedIn’s
2017 global survey, time-to-hire can range from a few days
to four months. The longer a position is open, the more your
company falls behind in regard to productivity. Time-to-hire
can decrease by having a structured, organized, and unbiased
hiring process.

8

QUALITY OF
HIRE

Almost every step you take in the hiring process will result
in the quality of your new hire. If you cut corners, rush the
process, and screen candidates strictly based on resumes,
you will have low quality hires and a non-diverse employee
pool. Having a non-diverse employee pool will slow down the
contribution of progressive ideas and innovation.

9

TURNOVER

Hiring the right talent is essential for a low turnover rate, but
sometimes there are holes in the recruitment process that
lead to hiring the wrong candidate. If this happens, both the
candidate’s happiness and your company’s success will suffer.
Usually, this is a recipe for termination or quitting, which will
increase turnover and costs, as each new hire must be trained.
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CULTURE
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The culture of your company includes shared values, goals,
attitudes, and practices. Each employee you add to your
organization will either maintain or alter that culture, so it’s
important to recruit candidates that share those same beliefs in the
workplace and are adding to your culture.

Another thing to think about: you may not see
the correlation between your hiring process and
churn, or how often you lose customers. To put
it simply, if your hiring process is inconsistent
or biased, you will be hiring candidates that are
not the right fit. If they quit or are dismissed,
they are showing inconsistency to customers
they may have been dealing with.
When it comes to turnover, the consequences
can be costly. Depending on the salary of the
employee who has quit or been fired, it could
cost between $3,328 and $213,000 to replace
them. The rule of thumb for calculating the cost
of a replacement is 6 to 9 months of salary
for the previous employee. For example, for a
manager making $60,000 a year, that’s $30,000
to $45,000 (PeopleKeep).
If these numbers are worrying, there’s a simple
solution: DE&I in the hiring process will lead to
higher employee engagement and happiness,
which resonates with customer satisfaction and
a low turnover.
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The Case of Bias in
Recruiting

How do employers reduce bias in the workplace? The first step
is admittance. Whether your company is aware or not, there
is almost certainly bias happening during the recruitment and
selection process. Unconscious bias is a natural instinct that all
humans have but aren’t aware is happening. This bias will make
you come to unsupported judgments or form opinions about a
candidate based on first impressions. One of the best examples
of unconscious bias in the workplace includes preferring one
candidate over another due to their name.11
The second, most prevalent type of bias in the recruitment
process is confirmation bias, or only accepting information
that will confirm your opinions about a candidate, and ignoring
all other facts. An example of this is preferring a candidate
because they went to the same college as you, so you
automatically think of them as a scholar and a friend.

Some of the other most common types of bias in the recruitment process are:

NONVERBAL
BIAS:

This bias relies solely on body language and unspoken
communication, such as handshakes, smiles, and posture.
You may favor a candidate who has a firmer handshake over
a candidate who has a weaker shake.

11

National Bureau of Economic Research: Employers’ Replies to Racial Names
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HALO / HORN
EFFECT:

These biases reflect when a candidate does something
either good or bad and is therefore seen as a completely
good or bad person. For example, if a candidate has
volunteering with babies, kittens and unicorns on their
resume, they may be seen as a giving and loving person.

AFFECT
HEURISTIC
BIAS:

This bias happens when you judge someone based on the
emotional mood you are in at that moment. The key to this
bias is to evaluate what mood you are in before meeting
a candidate and making sure you separate your emotions
from the interview.

Mitigating bias starts with the recruiting process, and
more specifically, resume screening. Yes, resume
screening is imperative to make sure your candidates
are meeting role requirements, but further than that,
how can you measure a person’s determination, and
personality with a sheet of paper? The talent that is
being overlooked by an outdated recruiting process is
detrimental to a company’s growth and profitability.
Think about it, how many times have you glanced
over a resume and automatically liked or didn’t like
something about an applicant? Without realizing
it, you may have carried that opinion in the back
of your mind throughout the interview. This bias,
unbeknownst to you, keeps growing like a seed until
you have formed an unfair opinion (good or bad)
about a candidate.
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One of the most famous examples of proven gender bias is that of the Boston
Symphony. In 1952, after realizing that almost all of their auditions resulted
in favor of the male musicians, the Boston Symphony held blind auditions.
Candidates would walk on stage and perform behind a panel that would hide
their gender from the judges, therefore they were to be graded on musical
talent alone. Oddly enough, the first round of auditions still favored men - by a
lot. It was soon realized that the sounds of the women’s heels clicking on the
stage were ruining the “blind” part of the auditions, resulting in gender bias. The
women and men were then told to remove their shoes and play again.
In 2000, a scientific study was conducted using multiple famous orchestras, to
test and verify the Boston Symphony’s suspected gender bias. In Orchestrating
Impartiality: The Impact of “Blind» Auditions on Female Musicians, authors
Claudia Goldin & Cecilia Rouse found that the probability that a woman would
move onto the next round of auditions increased by 50%. The chances of a
woman reaching the final round of auditions also increased by seven-fold.

19
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Hiring for the New
Millennium

The hiring process can be compared to a steel chain - every
link must be strong, or the whole thing can be easily broken
through. Below, we’ve outlined the most important elements
of the hiring process. Take a moment to think about your own
process. Are you taking all of these factors into consideration?
And if you are, where do they rank in terms of value?

Steps in the hiring process

Create Job
Description

Align with
Hiring Manger

Source
Candidates

Post Application
Link

Screen for Hard
Requirements

Interviews

Evaluate
Shortlist

Create a
Shortlist

Blind
Screening

Screen for
Skills

Offer
Letter
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JOB DESCRIPTIONS
A solid foundation to any recruiting process is an informative
and accessible job description, plain and simple. The job
description can range from a general overview of the role, to
the actual requirements. The wording and information you
include in your job description can make or break the quality
and type of candidate you will attract. For example, it’s a wellknown statistic that men apply for a job when they meet only
60% of the qualifications, but women apply only if they meet
100% of them . An ideal job description includes a company
overview, a job brief, responsibilities, requirements, steps of
the interview process, and an Equal Opportunity Employer
Statement (EOE).

ALIGNMENT WITH HIRING MANAGER
The next crucial step is to align with the hiring manager on
what skills and traits are important for the open role. This
disconnect between recruiters, hiring managers and potential
candidates can be solved with AI-powered tools that analyze
job requirements and match them to skills and personality
traits that are relevant for the role. For instance, the traits of
a strong customer service representative are team-oriented,
warm, and skeptical. With this tool, hiring managers are able
to narrow down the most essential traits their new hire will
need to be an effective employee. Any such tool should
always allow for customization of traits as recruiters and hiring
managers should have the final say.
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SOURCING
So you need some candidates, where do you
look? There are two different types of sourcing:
Headhunting (active sourcing) and candidate’s
applying (passive sourcing). With active sourcing,
recruiters have a good idea of who they want to
hire, and go in search of that person. This is more
common when filling senior level positions.
Passive sourcing is the process of posting the open role and waiting for candidate’s to
begin applying. Some of the most effective ways of finding applicants are job boards, such
as LinkedIn and Indeed. If you’re on a budget, Ziprecruiters does not charge to post a job
opening. Another way to source candidates is through an employee referral program or
incentive. Some companies will offer current employees a pay bonus or extra vacation
days for referring an applicant who ends up being hired (and staying for a certain period
of time). Do note that these incentive programs may hinder diversity in referrals, so make
sure to use with caution.

APPLICATION PROCESS
After you’ve finalized your job description, make sure you
post the job on a high traffic area, such as your website or
job board. For full transparency, make sure to include the
individual steps a candidate will go through, including a phone
screening, pre-hire assessment, background check, video
interviews, and more. It’s important that applicants know what
to expect during the process.
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HARD REQUIREMENTS
An informative job description needs to include any hard
requirements needed for the position, such as a highschool
diploma or Bachelor’s degree in a certain field. A good
practice is to add screening questions in your ATS for the 3-4
hard requirements - this greatly decreases recruiter workload
(you spend time only to realize that a candidate fails a hard
requirement) and improves the overall candidate experience
(ensuring unqualified candidates don’t get invested in a
process that will ultimately fail).

SCREENING CANDIDATES
Once a candidate meets these hard requirements, it’s time to
focus on factors that may not be included in a resume. This
is where you either hinder diversity and inclusion or embrace
it. One way towards an equitable process that can help fight
unconscious bias is to blindly screen candidates. Such a
process can be best implemented with assessments that
are designed to gauge a candidate’s personality traits and
cognitive abilities in relation to the role.
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EVALUATING THE SHORTLIST
The shortlist usually comes after screening. The value here
is that an assessment can augment your intuition and help
uncover areas of concern on the candidate that you would
have overlooked otherwise. While the traditional way of
making a shortlist is through resume screening, that technique
can easily lead to multiple types of bias, resulting in the wrong
hire. To eliminate any bias from your shortlisted candidates,
use an assessment that makes your shortlist for you, based on
an objective, psychologically proven match.

SPECIAL SKILLS
If you are hiring for a position that needs specific measurable
skills, include a hard skill assessment in the hiring process.
Some examples of these types of assessments can be coding,
business cases, writing, and mathematical assessments.
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INTERVIEWS
Congratulations, you’ve selected the top 3-5 candidates from
your shortlist and have invited them to interview. What do you
ask them? How do you make sure this step avoids any bias or
inconsistencies? Depending on the personality profile of these
candidates, you should structure interview questions around
their strengths and weaknesses. This way, you can hone in on
any potential issues that may hinder their progress in the role.
Make sure to ask each candidate similar questions so you can
easily compare at the end, and you know nobody was favored
in the process.

OFFER LETTER
Once you’ve found your ideal candidate, it’s time to send a
clear and welcoming offer letter. Make sure important details
including start date, work location, title and salary are included.
Be sure to answer any questions the candidate may have, and
wait for a signature!
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The Future of Diverse
and Inclusive Hiring

In order for a company to reach its full potential, Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion needs to become a top priority in the recruitment
process and work environment. The trickle-down effect is
prevalent here: if companies aim to recruit a more diverse
workforce, employee engagement and retention will continue to
rise, resulting in higher growth and profitability.
An unbiased hiring process is essential to recruiting and
retaining the best talent for your organization. In order to
eliminate conscious or unconscious bias, recruiters and hiring
managers will need to depend on more than just a resume to
highlight compatible candidates. As we navigate a new normal
post-Covid, most companies will need to ramp up their Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion strategies by integrating blind screening
and assessments into their hiring processes.

“This is not about us versus them or
Black versus white or men versus women
- this is a critical business imperative.”
MICHELLE GADSEN-WILLIAMS
Managing Director & Global Head of Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion, Blackrock
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Will a pre-hire
assessment help
your recruiting
process?
Recruiting can be a tedious and timeconsuming process, but it doesn’t have
to be. As a talent assessment platform,
Bryq will help you screen candidates
by matching them to your specific job
requirements and valuable skills, resulting
in a curated shortlist of the most qualified
candidates. This not only saves you
time and energy, but is done objectively,
so you can rest assured that your
shortlist contains a diverse collection of
candidates.
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About Bryq
Bryq is a science-backed, AI-powered talent assessment platform that
provides companies with an unbiased hiring process. Bryq democratizes
hiring by enabling small and medium-sized businesses to identify
candidates whose competencies align with the requirements for each
role and pursue their Diversity and Inclusion goals. Through an equitable
and unbiased blind screening process, Bryq helps qualified candidates
get a foot in the door, by focusing on their qualifications and fit for each
role, rather than Resumes.
As an engaging chatbot-based assessment with a short 20-minute time
requirement, Bryq has a candidate satisfaction of over 82%, serving
companies in over 15 countries.
A remote-first company, Bryq already has employees in the United
States, Canada, United Kingdom, Greece, and Cyprus. Using our own
technology for recruitment, we are able to find the best talent for us,
anywhere in the world.

Visit us at Bryq.com to learn more or start a 14-day free trial.

